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About This Content
Take your Time Fantasy characters into battle! This graphics pack expands on the characters from previous Time Fantasy sets
with brand-new animations for use in RPG Maker MV. Bring your combat to life with 80 animated battler sheets!
Time Fantasy's characters are ready for RPG Maker MV's side-view battles! This expansion pack includes all-new battle
animations for 80 characters from the first two Time Fantasy sets. Included are hero characters for every class, including the
knights and military factions. Characters have their own weapons-- swords, axes, bows, staffs, and others. This long-awaited
expansion takes the Time Fantasy pixel style to the next level. Onwards to victory!
Features:

Retro pixel art to match Time Fantasy and Time Fantasy: Monsters graphics.
80 characters based on the heroes from the original Time Fantasy set and the Monsters expansion
Character animations include: sword slashes, magic/summoning poses, using items, taking damage, and more!
Made for use with RPG Maker MV's side view battle system
Bonus: Pixel animations for state effects in battle!
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Should have came with the main thing (The Time fantasy pack). I don't even need to explain this sorta is a little bit much on the
price, but it's good as far as sprites and states. If you want 1\/2 of the sideview combat, get it (It doesn't come with monsters...
there is a different pack) I think this and the monsters pack should have been bundled together into one.
(Time Fantasy: Battle Kit.. just gonna throw that name out.) TL,DR: Should have came with the monsters pack but other than
that it's great.. Should have came with the main thing (The Time fantasy pack). I don't even need to explain this sorta is a little
bit much on the price, but it's good as far as sprites and states. If you want 1\/2 of the sideview combat, get it (It doesn't come
with monsters... there is a different pack) I think this and the monsters pack should have been bundled together into one.
(Time Fantasy: Battle Kit.. just gonna throw that name out.) TL,DR: Should have came with the monsters pack but other than
that it's great.
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